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I. INTRODUCTION,

On DPCember 14, 1973, the Federal Register listed

an Adult Education program for cultural and ethnic

understanding as a priority for fiscal year 1974 for
4

the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, U. S.

Office= of Education. The regulation empllasized\thej

need to "sensitize teachers and administrdiors to the

need and values of culturally and ethnically different

adults." Following this cong?eitional mandate, the

Office of.Education contracted with the BLK Group, anc.

4k to provide "effective cross-cultural training for teach-

ers and administrators."

The success of Adult Education programs is not

solely dependent on the content of itsprograms or the

abilities of Adult Education staffs and instructors; it

is dependent also on the ability to communicate and to ,

relate to the students. Communication and relation-

ships result from non-verbal contacts as well as verbal.

Frequently there exists

ceives his own actions,

a gap betweep,how a person per-
s

o

and the perception and reception of this

behavior by another person. This gap in perception and

reception- is the direct result of ,differences in the



social, economic, and cultural experiences of those

involved. An awareness of one's self, inclUding atti-

tudes and feelings, and the impact of behavioron
4.

others can contribute to the Adult!Edu atin,staff's

effectiveness. Those involved ",in contacts 4114 working

with people from different cultural and ethnic back-

grounds can improve their effedtiveness in these rela-

tionships, if they are aware of these differences and

exper?ences which motivate behavio.
.

The training workshops for Addlt Education person-
.

nel in Cultural and Ethnic,Understanding were designed

to provide a level of 'awareness of cultural and ethnic

differences, and to increase the level of Awareness of
444,

the impact of attitudes and feelings T behavior. It

'was anticipated that-such a training program would

benefit the individual Adult EdOcaeion staff members

as well as contribute to the progkim's overarl effec-

tiveness.

They training design was leveloped following a

comprehensive state-of-thg-art and needs assessment.

which includedI

8



(1) an analysis of the Culturally Oriented Teach-

er education Materials developed the

Phelps-Stokes Fund;

(2) a review of litetature, reNarch and demon-

stration projects related to ethnic-cultural

training; and

(3) a national (in-person) survey of regional'

staff in six regions.

A major part of'the training design has included

the use of telecommunication. Film technologi, provides

an exceller4 training tool for helping to raise the

,cultural awareness of persons who must come into con-

tact with individuals and groups whose lifestyles differ

radically from their own. Here the medium can be used

to illustrate life Situations where ethnic and cultufal

ignorance prove dsyfunctional in working,with or train-

ing participants from minority or culturally different

groups. When this is followed by appropriate'demonstra-
--

'tionsa of positive responses tedifferent cultural norms,

an effective learning, experience can be achieved. The

telmcommunications presentations were developed under a

sub-contract with -Cablecommunications Resource Center,

Washington, D.C. 9
-3- ..



II. TRAINING OBJECTUE$ (OVERALL)

The Adult Education Division hoped to accomplish,

the following objectives through this training effort:

To contribute to a better understanding of
cultural and ethnic differencesp

-. To increase staffsawareness -of the importance
of values, attitudes and.resultant behavioi in
others; and

- To prepare Adult Education personnel and State
and local administrators to transfer skills and
knowledge gained to local instructors and-coun-
selors.

(
To assist the AE Division with the realization of

4

th se objectives, ELK performed, the following tasks:

1. Reviewed existing materialS and resource'
packages from related Adult Education contrac-
tors, as well as othei tiainingpkograms and
curriculums to determine those'elements which
might. be utilized as t4raining taterialsrfor
this project;

2. Met with Adpli Education national office per-
sonnel, as well as with Staff Development

9 Project personnel to determine training needs,
resources and recommended.training formats;

3. Conducted training workshops in five regions,
and provided trainers for the workshop in
Region V;

4. Provided training resource packages for par-
ticipants so that they can conduct similar .
training programs in their regidhl

10
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5. Offered technical assistance on -site or in
writing for all participants who planned"
followup training activities; and

. ,Published a newsletter which focused on cul-
tural awareness and training issues.

a.

-5-
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III. PROJECT OVERVIEW-

The Training Design for Cultural Awareness Work..!

-

shops was developed after several, months of study-and-:

v.

review. During this period, staff conducted a survey

of AE personnel in several regions to determine special

needs in-the area of ethnic cultural training. BLK

staff also'conducted an extensive review of the litera-
.

ture in the area of ethnic-cultural understanding and

training in Adult Education programs. This revtew

included the Culturally Oriented Teacher Education

Materials developed by the Phelps-Stokes/Fund of New

York, the Rutgers Cultural Awar nesa Training Program,

and several other programs designed to :train adult

educators in cultural awareness: Materials developed,

by thelMational Tp4Triing Laboratory Learning Resourcia

Corporation were also reviewed in preparation fo

developinq the training design. All of thes ials

coniYoibuted insight, information, ideas, and direction

for the final design that wa' tested in Kansas City.

A summary discussion of major tasks in the development

of the_training design are presented below.
4
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SURVEY OF AE REGIONAL STAFF - NEEDS ASSESSMENT
1

In order tp obtain initial information fromthe

regions related to their taining needs in cultural

ethnic Ilnderstand&ng, BLK cintacted each of the six

0

'Staf Development Project Directors by telephone. This

data was considered essential to the development of the

Training Package and related matuials. We asstiMed.
-011

that Regional staff and admisAtrators might be aware

of materials and resources useful for the design of

the training kogram for all regions. Therefore, the

Staff Development PrOject Diredtors were interviewed

for their,ideas on materials, resources and 'program

techniques related to the AE program. The Staff

Deveropment Project Directors in all regiens, recognized

the importance of proViding'Adult Education personnel

with training in cultural and ethnic understanding.
1

Each one' had identified this partidtilar,tyPe of train-

ing as a priority for this programi year.

In Region V, the Staff Development Project Direc-

tor indiCated that a training program in cultural and

ethnic understanding was being planned by the Chaim n

of the Policy Advisory Board,/who is also the State

-7.-
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Director of Adult Education in Michigan. Since this

training efforts was scheduled for December, he suggested

that BLK coordinate this effort to avoid duplication.'

Additionally, he stated that the final decision relative

to who would deliver this training would be made at the

next board meeting.

.In Region VI, the Staff Development Project Direc-

tor indicated that the training program should focus on

ite, Black-White racial situation. He.the Chicano

also felt attention )hould be given to-the problems

they are encountering with the Indian and French-speak-

ing students.

In Region VII, the Staff Development P oject Direc-

tor requested that the training for this region focus

on the serious 'Black-White raAal problem that exists,
#

the socio-economic class problem, the urban/rural pro-

blem and Indian-Whit 9 problem. He also suggested that

since their training need in cultural and ethnic aware-,

ness was so multi-faceted, general human relations train-

ing should be conducted, rather than an attempt to

handle their specific problems in a three (3') day work-

shop.

-8-
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The Program Coordinator in"Region VIII indicated

that their particular concerns are the considerations

dealing with differences and similarities between and
4

among the adult populations. He asked'that the training

focus on economic status, age', racial/ethnic

background, educational level,,religious-beliefs and

geographic (rural/urban/suburban) differencend

similarities.

In Region IX, -the Staff Development Director said

that the training program was essential not only'for

the states in the.region but more importantly for the

AE staff in the Trust Territories. e, focis should

be .on similarities and differences of the Asian popula7

tions, including Korean, Filipinos, Japanese and

. Chinese.

Finally, the Staff Development Project Director

of Region X suggested that the training be centered

around the Indian and Eskimo populations and should

-address the pargcular lifestyles and value system of

these groups. He considered the Eskimo group to be the

group who can benefit most from the training.

-9-
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Duiing the interviews, Staff Development Program

Directors were asked to send-ELK copies of their Cur-

rent Needs Assessments forms, as wells other data
.

which might be useful for the training design. Howevei,

the response to this request was limited; only Regions

VII and Region VIII submitted reports and infOrmation.

These materials include Staff Development Plans, Indi-
,

Vidualized Training Programs, demographic data, and news-

Ietters.

B. REGIONAL SITE VISITS

Regional site visits were scheduled for each of

the six regions. The overall purpose of these meetings

was to gather the information necessary for the design

of the Training Package. Meetings were planned with the

staff Development Director and Policy Board of each'

region, to identify training needs and objectives.

The rationale for scheduling meetings with the

Staff Development Directors and Policy Boards prioi to

the development of the training design is stated below:

. Actual as well as perceived concerns and train-
', ing needs may vary from region to region. These

visits provided an opportunity for BLK to make
'1 the determination., and incorporae the dif-

ferences in 'the training plan.

<=9



. Face to face discussion provided,an opportunity
to probe and elicit unst ted needs.

. participation' in the pl ning process tends
give participants a vested interest in the
success of the workshops.

. The development of a training design in advance
could g've thi impression-that we had a pre-
conceive program to be imposed on the Regions /
"by Washi gton."

The following issues were identified in the re-
_

.gional meetings:

1. Part-time Teaching Staff

The majority (oyer 50%) of the teachiniisiaff

working in 23 programs are part-time. Generally,

regional 7taff interviewed indicated part,:time AE

teachers were less committed to and felt less responsi-

bility for the program than full time.teachers. Addi-

tionally, they cited thecontinued turnover rate among

part time staff as increased justification for cross-

cultural-training.

2. Recruitment

Recruitment of target minorities was listed as a

serious problem. In Region TX the Black male popula-

tion 18-25 years ol&was identified as Nnreachable."

-11-
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In Region X, AE staff reported that. Eskimos and Indians

were not being recruited. Washington State.officials

indicated that even when the minorities were asked to

identify "what they wanted from the AE program" they

had problems verbalizing their needs.

3. Socio-Economic Status Within Groups

4

There was much concern regarding different socio-

economic factors within minority groups, such as,/

Spanish speaking, Blacks and Indians. Within the sub-

groups they also identifiedspme in-group differences

that theylhink-are primari y,economic. It was fur er

stated that on occasion this kind of in-group dif rence

4
had led to problems between minority teachers a stu-

dents from the'same minority population.

o-

. Consideration of Poor Whites as a Minority
.Group

Several regions felt that pockets of poor whites

are in need of being considered as a culturallethnic"
-

group unto themselves becausetpoor whites in AE and in

society in general exprerience the same in-group dif-

ferencesferences 'common to other cultural-ethnic groups.
1

-12-
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5. Information\on Minority Groups

Staff and board persons cited a real lack of

available information about diverse cultures. It.was

felt that if both teachers and administrators could

have this kind of information available, it would'

encourage.greater cultUral and ethnic understanding.

They requested assistance as to how td\find informa-

tion and \materials about minority groups. There was

also substantial interest in the.identificationlof

resources available at the local level, including

individuals and groups who might.be valuable program

6., ,BirOulturat.Education vs Acculturation

Several regions expressed interest in information

which would be useful i he development of a bi-

cultural approach tp the AE program. Region IX was

especially interested in this area and requested that

the subject be given primary consideration in planning

for the Training. Package.

C. LITERATURE.RtVTEW

In preparation for designing the training Pack-

age, a comprehensive review of the literature in the

19



4

field was conducted over A period of five weeks. The

survey included materials that were aypilable from the

Oltice of Education, the National Education Aisociation,

the 'Council on Social Work Education, the Rutgers Uni-.

versity Training Project, the Univarsityof Missouri

Resource Development Project, and the ERIC Clearing-

house.

';It
MI

at is important to note that very few studies,

references, or teacher training programs, related'

specifically to ethnic-cultural training in the 4dult

gducation setting. However, a significant-number of

cross-cultural training projectshave been reported in

,,the field of education and social welfare, and the don-

tent Can be easily-and appropriately related to AE.

The survey also included non-training references dis-

Cussing' the heritage, customs, attitudes, values,- life-
.

style, socio-economic

groups. This type of

status, etc., of _specific ethnic

material is essential to the;

development of a relevant and effective training esign.
. 41

Some of the studies reviewed ip the literature relate
4p

to minority students at the secondary school level-.

-14-
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1.

However, the findings are considered relevantrto the

discussion of AE students, because young adults in

high school experiencetmany of the same problems that

adultsin AE programs experience in relation to "ethnic-
.

cultural gaps". It seems clear, in he literature that

educators and human service personnel are seriously
D

questioning the utility of the "melting-pot". image for

America. There is general agreement that ethnic,

raFial, and cultural differences do, in factexist,

and these differences ought to be recognized, valued,

and rewarded. The'multi-ethnic model or pluralistic

mode is proposed'as amore relevant educational model

for the 1970's. It is suggested that ridicule or

hostility toward mattir.41 values and attitudes in the
K

educational setting may be considered "punishment" for

A
adhering to one's culture and may res lt in ].ads of

-4
identity or identity confusion, which: increases the

tendency toward what may be termed "deviant":behavior;

e.g. resentment, poor performance, low, motivation.

Administrative staff and instructors must learn

to accet,nd

cultures have

appreciate the contributions that ethnic

made .and can make toward enriching the
. -

-15-
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American way' of life. A positive atmosphere toward
.

-minority students of,different ethnic and cultural .
heritage' must be established and the cultural gap. must

be bridged. Acceptance of the validity of another

lture is what should, and must-be the end goal of

cross-cultural training.

Black and dther ethnic minority children grow up

in schools where the teacher sees them as being dif-

ferent, disadvantaged, and of low intelligence, and

often move into adult education programs where the

same attitudes prevail. The racber and the student

in this type of learning environment interact in a

deadly cycle of self-sustaining perceptionsgwhich com-

pletely negate a successful t aching-learning exper-

ience. Teachers see students as uneducable and,1azy;

?sudents see teacheia as hostile. This produces a

forbidding and 1LL'eievantfl LcaLnIng climate, and the

entire experience becomes limitin and destructive.

Evaluations of a sjognificapt number of teacher 4.

A

training projects suggest that et nic-cultural under-

standirig plays a major role in t success of educa-
,

tional programs for minority per ons and further
/

-16-
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suggests that in-service cross7cultural training has

been very effe tive in changing attitudes and modify-.

ing behlior of educators involved in such programs.

D. REVIEW AND E ALUATION OF PHELPS-STOKES MODULES

In general, t e Phelps - Stokes culturally oriented

)Teacher Education v lumes were found to contain some
1

good materials which reflect the cla;sic and contem-

porary literature in he areas of cultuKal understand-

*ing and adult educatio . However, the presentation of

the material was evaluated to be "rambling, confused

and somewilat complex." '.Also much of the material

required specially trainAF3 trainers to administer the

ptdg ram, which appeared to negate the widespread use

of .the moduleb by Adult Education staff, many of whom
%

had no previous training experienc4,.and would have to

rely heavily on the training design for methods of

implementation, after the BLOC Group was' no longer_

available for consultation. It was determined that

as a total package, the PheU3s-Stokes modules would be

/ more appropriately adapted or modified for usevin an

on-going Adult Education staff development program,
41,

rather than for specific training in ethnic-cultural

-17-
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Understanding. However, some speCific bomponents of

the Phelps-Stokes modules were considered relevant and
(

were adapted for use in the BLK training design.

E. INVOLVEMENT OF THE CABLECOMMUNICATIONS RESOURCE
CENTER

4

From the outset of the project the Cablecommunica-

<tions Resource CenterACRC) was involved in the planning,

design, and implementation of the training package as.

a subcontractor' to BLK. As outlined in the subcOntract
.-\
CRC served to:

identify audio and/or video materials relat-
ing to cross.cultural communications and
adult education. CRC screened, and assisted
the BLK Group to select audio and visual
materials to be used in the workshop design.

. 'incorporate audio/video materials into the 4
' training design, including conducting of

orientation sessions for regional workshop

provide -eguipment,and other materials neces-
sary for using audio-visuals during-the work-
shops.

. review films, audio and video tapes, periodi-
cals and other available materials for the
Workshop. Plus, developed a list of supple-
mental media, including purchase and rental
prices for use in the BLK handbook.

develop bibliographies"%n audio/visual re7
sources in cross cultural relations or adult
education.

-18-
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The bibliographies.were, "Non-print Bibliography

on Trans-Ethnic Understanding" a d"Listing of*Aud.o-
.

Visual Materials of Cross Cultural CommunicattonS'with

Critical Annotations."

During the design stage,,CRC was particularly

helpful in the development of the Adult Education 0

Administrative Planning Document. The document was

provided to Adult Education administrators prior to

the workshops. CRC's involvement included the devel-

opment_of guide questions designed to assist_ Adult

Education administrators to incorporate %udio /visual

materials into their training components..

CRC also developed a "check list" of technical
ve

facilities and audid/visual equipment needed by the

BLK Group in implementing the Cross CultUral Work-

shops.,

Other involvement by CRC in the project included:

(A) participation two of tile six workshops --

-Region VII viorkshop in Denver and Region IX

workshop in San Francisco. Although CRC was

scheduled to' attend. all of the workshops, it

was mutually, agreed that the needs of the

other regions did not involve telecommunica7.

tions or necessitate CRC's participation.

25



dissemination of materials to workshop parti-
.

cipanti. (CRC receives behtween si*Nand ten

"requests for infOrmatioavah4Fiims and/
4.,

other telecommunicationi intormatign follow-
*

the San Francisco workshop.) Among the

materials disseminatewas informatioTon

the use of cable and other derloping techno-

gy by educators.
air

) submission of articles fl6r tie five issues o

Cultural Awareness NewsbriefseOublished by

the BLK Group. The articies,.written by;CRp
0

'°under the heading "Mediascope;" were:

A review of the film "The lSound'of My
Own Name;" *

2, "Cable TV Offers Leipurer-Time Learn-
kfing7H

A Reviewxoffiims available to educa-
tors on thp fundamental problems
inherent ift all human communications;

4. ;"The Trainin%lbotential of Telecom-
munications in Cross Cultural Co ni-
cations"; and

A Mixed-Media biblio raphical review.

-20-



'* As a result of CRC's involvement in the project,

the Center has been motivated to accelerate'its develop-
/

.

ment of educational materials dealing, with telecommunica-

tions. In fact, CRC has begun pdblishingarticles

relevant to adult education in its monthly publication,

Cablelines. In addition, CRC has developed other

resource materials in the area of adxilt education that

is available to minorities and other persons' involved,

in minority_ educational programs throughout the country..
.,

Most important, the project h s indicated a need for an

organization 'like CRC to act as

ing the involvement of adult e

development and implementation

a catalyst for increas-

ucators in the design,

of new telecommunica-

tions technology. 7
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IV.. TRAINING DESIGH,,GOAV, AND IMPLEMENTATION

A. TRAININGADESIGN

The basic framework for the Trainingh Design is

0
the "Experiential Learning Model." In this model, the

trainer serves primarily as a facilitator, a catalyst,.

and # resource person. The trainees assure)responsibi-

lity for theit own learning through group discussions

and other activities where they share experiences,

ideas, feelings and opinions.

couraged to general cooperate in.a procas learn-
y

ing and problem-solving. 'Although, much discu'ssion and,

sharing takes plaice, it is carefully gladelond,con-

ttolled,and_an no way resenfbles "sensitivity training."

The "Experiential Learning Model" is developed in four

phases:

1. Dilemma - realization that old attitudes,

.
bellefs, actions are no longer appropriate

or. effective.

2. Invention - point at. which we 061 ready to

seek new solutions, to think,.to explore "and

experiment. .

9
3. Feedback - indication of a willingness to share

k

obiervationw, perceptions, thinking
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4. Generalization - examination of total ex'per-
/

ience to see how learning can be applied in

real life situations.

The "Experiential Learning Model" is based on

several principles of learning and is most effective

when le4rning goals and objectives are molear'and the

learning environment is "supportive," rather than

hostile. The training design, content, format, and

facilitators were chosen with these prerequisites

clearly in focus.

B. TRAINING OBJECTIVES (SPECIFIC)

The specific objectives of the BLK Group cultural

awareness training were as follows:

- To enable participants to identify the com
ponents of culture and to define cultural
terminology;

- To identify major cultural patterns in America;

- To enable participants to recognize how cultural
attitudes and values are trans ted into behavior;

- To enable participants to cognize societal
values'and attitudes tha are culturally biased
and to ideVtify personal values and attitudes
that might inhibit or facilitate cross cultural
interaction;

To enable participants to identify cultural
factors that affect performance in the class-
TOOM and to enable participants to recognize
problems inherent in promoting ethnic-cultural
understanding in teaching/learning environment;
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To enable participants to identify specific
methods for promoting ethnic-cultural under-
standing in the educational environment;

- To .enable participants to identify specific
methods and resources that dimibe used to recruit
and motivate the culturally ditferent student/

To enable participants to identify the fac-
tors that inhibit or facilitate coMmunication
across cultures and to develop skills in posi-
tive communication;

To enable participants to identify criteria for
evaluating cross-cultural instructional materials;

To enable participants to develop skills as
trainers in their own communities.

C. XIMPLEMENTATION OF TRAINING DESIGN

After a careful review and evaluation of the Pre-

Test workshop, 5LK finalized the training design, in

corporating the suggestions made by participants. The

suggestions included issues for program content, as well
a

as for the se,.ection of trainers and participants. There--

fore in assigning the training staff for the following

orkshops, BLK selected trainers who were experienced in

adult eduCation and ethnic-cultural training. Addition-
.

ally the trainers generally reflected the racial and
k

the adult student population

region where appropriate the

and ethnic background of

in the regions. In each

training team included Black, white, Spanish-speakinv

and female trainers, as well as resource persons from

the Indian culture. 3Q
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Individual workshops * re.planned and coordinated

with the assistance of thestaff development project

directors. They were responsible for the selection of

participants and the overall lo6Itical arrangements

at each site, in consultation with the ELK staff. The

project directors were encouraged to invite partici-

pants who were culturally and ethnically representative

of the adults they served.

The CulturalAwareness Workshops were held between

January and June 195 in Regions Voy/, VII, VIII, IX,

and X. The initial gaining design, which focused on

cultural awareness in general, was subsequently .revised

to focus on cultural awareness as it specifically re-

lates to curriculum development and evaluation. ,*

The

initial design was used in Regions V, VII,. IX, and. X.

The revised design was use Region VI and VIII.. A ,

summary discussion of each workshop is presented later

in this report.

D. CULTURAL AWARENESS EANDEQ0K
-/

As a part of the overall project plan, BLK

dev oped a training handbook entiiled Cultural Aware-

ness. 'Mid handbook was mialed to all participants

-25-
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in Regions V, VII, Ik. and X, following\completion of

the,Cultural Awareness Workshops. The handbook con-

tained the complete training design with explicit

instructions' how to conduct the training workshop, as

well as 'instructions on setting up a okkshop, includ-

mg such information as structuring the workshop,

selecting participants, ielecting and arranging for

physical fwoilities. .Shortly fter the mailing.of the

handbook, a supplement was prod ced to explain the pro-

cess of feedback and evaluation nthe, training prograM.

Subsequently, a second edition of the handbook was pro-

.duced as a result of a major,modification of the train-

ing design for Regions VI, and VIII. The first edition

focuses on cultural awareness 111 general, while the

second edition is specifically geared to curriculum

development and evaluation relative to cultural aware-

ness and ethnic' biad in,teaching and teaching materials.

-26-
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V. SUMMARY AND EVALUATION OF INDIVIDUAL WORKSHOPS

A. THE PRE-TEST WORKSHOP

The purpose of the Pre-Test Workshop was to

allow a select group of Adult Education personnel

to act as participant-evaluators of the, training

4

design. This representative group included staff
4

development personnel, sta& 'directors, regional

Office persofihel and local staff from the. Region(,....

'VII Adult Education programs.

Orientation for the Pre-Test Workshop required

far more time than anticipated. Many of the parti-

cipantS had come to-the workshop with very little

information about the content and purpose of the

workshop or their role as evaluators. Several of

the participants were very defensive about the ethnic-

cultural focus of the training. They felt that AE

personnel were generdkly sensitive to cultural dif-

ferences and expressed the attitude that adult stu-

dents "could.care less" about culturally aware

teacher. just wanted to learn what they needed

-27-
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to get a job. Several participaiits c]. agreed

strongly that recruitment and.motivit on are con-
,

cerns in AE programs. Others saw thi as a serious

problem: After substantiil di cussion. clarifi-

cation, the group appeared m ch less thr atened and

more comfortable with their role as train evalua-'
I

Iv' tors rather than tr i Vneet only.A majorit of the

participants express d the attitude that t ey were

already culturally aware, but such a training pro-

-1
gram might, in fact, be appropriate for some teach-

,
A

lng pe ponnel in the field.

T overall assessment of the training desigit

was very positive. No major changei were recommended,
4

howe er one exercise was deleted as a result of the

pre-t st because it proved to be logistically diffi-.

cult a 6 Pomewhat threatening to t1e group to the

point t t 't was not effective in achieving,-the

stated traini g objective. The group also recommended

that there-be ore information provided to participants,

-prior to the ac ual workshop. Specifically, partici-

pants s ld have in advance,athe workshclp goals and

3,4
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objectives and the agenda. Other responses in

clUded:

- Participants should list their expectations
fox the workshop on the-first day of train-
ing

-, More simulation games should be included in
the design

.

- There should e no night sessions because
they were ho productive after a long day

Training staff should mingle more with par-*
ticipants to establish a better rapport for
future interactions, ;4'

These recommendations,were implemented for future

workshops, and proved to be, very sound, particularly,
o

the advance mailing of workshop goals and objectives

and the program agenda.

v
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B. REGION IX CULTURAL AWARENE

Region IX Cultural Aw

r

S WORKSHOP - SAN FRANCISCO

reness Workshop sessions

were condutd by BLK staf during the period, January
e

27 -29, 1975, in Sa Franc sco, Californa. Partici-

pants included AE admini tratdis,r counselors, `teach-
%

ers, and other personnel f om Arizona, ,California,

Nevada, and Hawaii. The range of persons in attendance

was representative of the p ograms in the Region and

included personnel who work with Black, SpanishrSur-
.

named, American Indian', and Asian populations. Thiity-

seven trainees attended the workshop.

The workshop was conducted according to-the first

training design developed for the project. On the

final dal>of the workshop, participants were asked to

evaluate the training experience'elative to program

content, training staff and the training site. Par-

ticipant responses to the evaluation questionnaire

genera4y indicate that participants were positive

about the training experience and felt that.$he work-

shop had been valuable and would be helpful to them

in the training role.
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The following recommendations were frequently

listed on the evaluation sheets:
. .

- infor6ation on customs of various
ethnic groups should-8e provided so ,thai
teachers and other staff can relate better
to these student groups

- Moreopportunities for participants to interact
.
with each other, i.e., more small.group discus-
sions, social activities, etc..

- Trainers should use techniques that shock and
"open up" participants

The. Region /X-Workshop was also modified to include

the Flander's Interaction Analviis exercise. The

objective of interaction analysis in cultural aware-

ness is_to make participants aware of procedures for

coding and interpreting the code display of verbal 7-

Its relevance \to cultural awareness

is the premise that what is said and what is under-

stOod when communications come from different cultural

backgrounds is likely to be discrepant. This exercise

was well received by the grotip and stimulated much

interest in developing communication skills beyond the

workshop.

-c)
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C. REGION VII CULTURAL AWARENESS WORKSHOP, KANSAS CITY

Region VII Cultural Awareness Workshop sessiOns

were conducted by BLK staff during the perSOd Feb-
;

ruary 26-28, 187.5 at. Tan-Tar-A Resort in-Lakerf

the Ozarks, Missouri. Participants included AEL

adminidtraorst-counselors, teachers and other per-

sonnel from Missouri, Iowa; Nebraska, &A:Kansas.

The range\of participants was representative of the

Region, ar4incl d personnel involved in education

programs for\,Bla1ck, .Spanish-SurnaMed, lierican Indian

and Asian poptilations. Twenty-seven persons attended

the. Region VII Workshbp. Nine of these participants/

had also attended the Pre-Test WorkShOp.

The BLK staff generally_conducted the Region ,VII

Workshop according to the first training design, but

ci added selected supplemental training exercises

for .participants who had attended the Pre-Test0-

Workshop. This material was, considered.necessary by

the training staff because the basic training design

had been us in the Pre-Test Workshop., For one day

and a half, the participants were separated into two

groups new participants andpre-test participants.

During this period, the, pre-test participants were

volved in three supplemental exercises that were

38



not included in the training 'despgn# These exer-

cises included ethnic group vile-play ,assumptions

based on stereotypes and Prejudice; and Isthnic group

values, The two groups Worked'tOgether,for the re-

;minder of the training sessions.

\ ,

As a part of the training desig `partiCipants

11were ad4tto evaluate the training experience, in=

cluding the overall design, trainers, nd the faci-

lity. Responses to the evaluation instrument in-

dicated that participants were generally very satis=

fied that the workshOp had met their expectations.
\

The most frequent recommendations listed can the

4
evaluation sheet were:

- Individual and small/group members and trainers
should rotate to give participants a chance to
interact with various group members

- There should be one social event or meal as4
'group to facilitate interpersonal relations

- Participants should receive more adVance infor-
mation about workshop content.

Folloi4ing the first two workshops, the BLK trainers

agiled to change the order of scheduled activities

on the basic training design in order to' facilitate

the. overall workshop goals. It was determined that

39
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the morning format on Day ,:I was focused too Inuchort

trainer, and did not allow for groizep part#ii4tion.
--41.`'

"group building" early in the prograni.. Tars 'proms

was handled by a "shuffling" of program :activitie's

on the training agenda.

`
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. N.D. REGION V .CULTURAL AWARENESS WORKSHOP 1 LANSING

The Region V Cultural Awareness Woikshopums held

in Lansing Michigan, April 9-10, 1975. BLK's involve-
.

ment in this workshop was very limited 'because this

Region had already made'substanfial plans- to hold a

workshop prior to award of the BLK contract. The pro-

ject Director contacted officials in this region andi

learned that since their plans had already been made,

they wanted Viloptjinuevitll their own design with

limited assistance from BLK. After reviewing the ini-
40

tial BLK training design, Regional officials indicated

that since the goals, of the design were similar to

their own, some aspects could be incorporated in their

workshop.

Subsequently:BLK Provided two Mexican-Amelican

trainers for the workshop, an& sew's copies of thk train-

ing Design I, as well as selected training materials.

The Region selected the SchObl Management Institute

to conduct the workshop. Sixty -give persons

attended the Region V Workshop, which was extremely

well organized and conducted. The training consultants.

41 . r



selected by the Region were highly specialized and

experienced. Topics for the workshop discussions

- Facts Concerning Cultural Differences

I

- Affective Communication Through Cultural
Understanding

- AffeCtive Recruitment and Intake Procedures

- Curriculum for Cultural Appreciation and Under-
standing

t

Identifying Racism and Sexism in Curriculum

The, eange of` participants and consultants"was repre-

sentative of the Region, and included pexsonnel in- J/

volved in edycaUion programs for Black, 'Spanish-Sur-

named, erican Indians, and Asian populations. Eval-

uative repor s indicated that this workshop was success-
,

ful and 4- goals and objectives were accomplished.

mat

per f time.

A positive aspect of the workshop was the award.

as that the workshop included too much

ticipants to absorb in such a limited.

Of education credits. Participants .and trainers were

42
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(1.

able to earn two continuing education Credits from the

School Management Institute: At the conclusion of the

workshop; certificates were presented to the partici-

pants. These factors provided incentives for partici-'

pation, and should be consideredtfor future OE training

programs.

4
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E. REGION VI CUISURAL AWARENESS WORKSHOP .SAN ANTONIO

The Region VI Cultural Awareness Workshop was

conducted by BLK, May 28-30, 1975, at the EL Troii-

cano Hotel in downtown San Antonio Texas. +Partici-

pants included AE administrators, counselors,

teachers, and other personnel from Louisiana, Arkansas,
44

Texas, Oklahoma, and New Mexico. The group of thirty-

five persons was racially mixed, all representative

of the ethnic groups found in the Region. BLK trainers

conducted the workshop according to a revised training.

des
.

(Second Edition Handbook), Tallith was initially

develope`d in response to an expre13sed need in Region

VIII, and foCused on cultural awareness in curriculum

development and materials.

The BLK trainers were also assisted by' regional

resource persons who volunteered to participate on the

program. 'Dr. Pavlos Ilussos from the Univeriity. of

Texas did a short' presentation: on "The Implications of

Culture for Adult Education." Dr. Ned Flanders con-
,

ducted the InteractionAnalysis'exercise for cross cul-

tural communication. Four AE staff persons formed

44
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a panel to discuss "The Community as a Resource for

Ethnic Cultural Curriculum Development." The part'-

cipants were also asked to bring materials t

workshop to be dis gayed.and ev uate as "v ry

good" or "very poor" in relatio to ethnic

presentation. Thisiactivity was a very positive

learning experience and stimulated much discussion

about the appropriateness of cultural content in

instructional materials.

Participants were'asked to evaluate*the training

experience, including overall design, training staff,

and the facility. While the evaluation was positive,

the participants frequently stated that they could

have use more time toN,absorb the content of the workshop

and Auld have preferred more. small group interaction.

-4t
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F. REGION VIII C URAL AWARENESS WORKSHOP - DENVER

The Region VIII. dul rat Awareness Workshop

was conducted by ELK

Sheraton Airport Inn in Denver, Colorado. This

workshop followed a Tong and complexplanning pro-

June 11-13; 1975, at the

,

cess. Initially, the gion VIII Staff Develo

ment Policy Board reject= itial-training

design because it was "too basic They felt that

the cultural awareness training de ign for their

'region should'lpe more advanced, s nce there had

already beedbubsiantial cross-cultural training in

the region.

It was necessary for the ELK Training Special-

ist to spend several days in Denver with Regional

Staff persons to develop an appropriate design.

After extensive discussion, it was finally agreed

that the training design for this workshop would

focus on curriculum development and resource mate-

rials iTthe area of cultural awareness. This

second design was aldo used in Region VI prior to

the scheduling ofthe Regidh VIII workshop.

,
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Participants included AE administrators on
.*7

all levels, ESL and GED teachers, probation

officers working in adult education, representatives

from regional migrant programs, and other personnel .

from Colorado, Wyoming, fftntana, North Dakota, Sbuth

Dakota, and Utah. Participants included Blacks,

Whites, American °Indians, and Chicanos. Experi .

entially, the group included a- former Peace Corps

volunteer who had worked in the -South Seas, and

several persons who had lived in various countriTs

around the world.

At the suggestion of4the regional staff, local

people from the region were used in the workshop as

resource petsons and trainers. Four local consul-
,

tants were chosen by the regional office, in con-

sultation with BLK. Initially, there was some appre-

hension about working with four new people with di-

verse skills, as there was little opportunity for

planning and coordination. However, the use of

these consultants enhanced the training; the par-

ticipants were pleased that "local" people were in-

47
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cluded in the program. Dwight Billedeaux, President

of D.Q. University .in Davis, California (a multi-

cultural Indian-Chicano University) and a'member of

the Blackfoot Tribe, gaile the opening presentation

On the needs of the Indian in Region VIII. Dale

Vigil, a migrant program adult educator\and musician,

did a presentation, using music to demonstrate new

techniques for cross-cultural communication. The

presentation was excellent and well received by the

group. His premise was that musicoral-communica-
.

tion, body language, and 1 listening help

break down the barriers both within and between per-

sons. Maria del Rio Rumbaitis spoke on the use of

the community s a resource for ethnic-cultural cur-

ricull development. She discussed the use of field

trips as a-technique, as well as finding out what.

the students want to learn and what their needs are

as opposed to what the instructor wants and needs.

Dr. Alton Hadlock led an exercise in building skills

in interpersonal relationships between teachers and
40.

students. He provided an excellent wrap -up session

48.
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for the workohop Participants evaluated the

overall Srogram as a 'Positive learning experience.

A

ry
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G. REGION X CULTURAL AWARENESS. WORKSHOP - .SEATTLE

The Region X Cultural Awareness Workshop was con-

ducted by BLK, June 24-26, 1975, at the Region X offices

in Seattle, Washington. Twenty-nine participants attend-
-

ed, including AE administrators, counselors, teachers

and other personnel from Washington, Oregon, Idaho, and

Alaska.. There were several Chicanbs present and one

Filipino. -__ The majority of participants were white.

This was largely due to the fact therethere are a

limited number of non-white residents in the Region X

area, with the exception of the Native Americans and

. Eskimos in Alaska. These minorities, however, are not

employed as AE personnel at the professional level.

Initially, there were serious problems in scbedul-

ing this workshop. After the first planning meeting with

t(le Project Director, the regional staff indicated that

they did not need cultural awarensss training, because

it, had already been provided through several local pro-

grams. A review indicated that the total region had not

been exposed to most of these prograds. After recommenda-
,

tions to support the training project were, received from

the OE Project Officer in Washington, Region X agreed to

50



discuss the two training designs that had been

developed with the regional staff to determine which met,

the region's needs. The regional staff, decided on,

Training Design I, the basic dlign for cultural aware-

ness training in general. They needed much assurance

that it was not to be a "sensitivity training session"

where peoplets feelings might be hurt or probed too.

deeply.

The program was modified to include one regional

resource person, who did a presentation on developing

AE materials using native American and Eskimo aides,

and the traditional tales of the elderly in the area.

This was one of the most interesting and well received

sessions, and indicated tHat regional resource persons

would have been an asset to the training workshop, but

time did not allow for this type Of planning. In fact,
\

the regional staff had not confirmed the attendance of

workshop participants until the first day of the work-
.

shop.

Although Region X administrators selected Training

Design /, it was .not as well suited to the needs of the

participants as the revised "curriculum" model would have

51
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been. In the evaluation participants indicated that

the material was interesting buttoo elementary for th'em,

and they needed help with curriculum planning and develoP-
-

ing and locating materials about minority groups... It was

suggested that the Office of Education givespecial atten-

Opn to this area because their needs are so great as .a
1WTY

/iesuPt of geographic isolation and the cultural diveisil
r-

that existsNamong the few minorities located in the reg

y.

on.



VI. FOLLOWUP ACTIVITIES
-

The final phase of the Cultural Awareness Training

Project.was designated as a followup period. It was

anticipated that during this period, the Regions would

begin to implement their own training workshops. BLK
,4was prepared to provide technical assistance to the re

gions upon reMest, to conduct- initial workshops and

developed a checklist to aid the
As

regions to assess their

special needs in` requesting_ technical assistance. Due

to budget cuts and the consequentialprograM changes and

cut backs, etc.'auringlthe period-assigned for follow

assistance, the Regions did not schedule.Cultural Aware-

Workshops. Therefore, there was no need to request

technical assistance from the BLK sta f. Regional staff

had earlier, expressed an interest in,continuing the work-

shops, and had requested assistance from BLK in identify-

ing workshop participants whomight serve as trainers in

the future for regional training activities.

Subsequent contact with regional personnel would

indicate that staff was unable 'to follow through with

formal training activities because of the uncertainty

of.,,funds and staff fdr staff, development offices and44

activities in the Office of Education.
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As a result of the, fact that regional. workshops

uiere not planned to utilize the technical assistance of

the Bp( st0f, the-newsaetter that was planned as a

supplement to personal techniCal assistance, became an
4

alternative to technical assistance. The newsletter,

titled NEWSBRIEF, has-been developed as much as possible

to meet the needs of regional personnel as slated on the

checklist for technical assistance and on information

gained through the worishops and continuing contaCts with

regional personnel. The newslptter provides followup

information on issues that were presented in the train-

ing workshops, and also provides new information that

is relevant to training anrethnic-cultural understand-

ing.. Readers of the newsletter have also ben encouraged

to furnish articles on their activities in the area of

cultural awareness. It is hoped that the.newsletter will

be used as a resource for cultural awareness training,
0

o,
even if it must be planne n an infOrmallasis for small

groups by individuals who are committed to the, concepts

and philosophies. that they'were exposed to during. the

regional Cultural Awareness Workshops. Maj6r topics-

that have been presented in the newsletter includev

-48!,
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Trainer Attitudes

Ethnic Cultural Holidays

Cable TV Offers Leisure -Time Learning

The Rble of the Trainer

Trlining Terms

- - Multicultural Reading

'Training. Style; A Critical Variable

Criteria for Evaluating Ethnic Bias in

TeacHing Materials

The Training Potential of Tele-tommunica-

tions in Cross-Cultural ComMunications

41.

N.,
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. VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Overall, the training objecAyes were accomplished

in ti,i4C:iIral Awareness Workshops. For the majority

of the participants, the training experience appears to

have been a' positive learning experience% Evaluations'

and subsequent feedback have indicated that participants',

are generally accepting Of the linkage between cultural

awareness, sensitivity, and dross-cultural communication

and the motivation and performance of the culturally,

different adult student. AE personneX who attended were

able to get a better understanding of cultural and ethnic

differences, and have indicated that the training and-Ac,

materials will benefit their programs. Those.who desired

more specific information 41 a particular ethnic group,

have expressed an increased understanding of cultural

differences in general as it relates to adult education.

They have en motivated to pursue on their own, the

literature a d resources in their communities that will

heighten their knowledge and understanding of the speci-

fic culture and lifestyle of Oheir adult students. In

fact,. interaction ipetween participants during the work-
./

shops seems to have played a major role, helping them

to learn how to use their own communities as resource.

-50-
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They had the opportunity to share thoughts and exchange

program ideas. Very.pOsitive interpersonal) and profes-

sional relationships were generated between participants,

who made plans to/Continue an informal communication

network after they returned home..

In each of the workshops, there have been signi-

ficant numbers of participants who have Indicated some

skepticism about their ability to follow through in the

role of a trainer in their own programs. Most of these

concerns were. effectively dealt with by informing them

that a training, handbook with detailed instructions

would be available to them as well as BLK staff con-

sultanti in the initial stages of regional training.

Unfortuna1tely, the regional training has not gotten off

the groundsand consultation services have not been requested,

but the training handbook for Design I and Design II has been

sent to all participants and a monthly newsletter focusing on

cultural awareness and training has been initi,ated. It

is anticipated that even if formal training sessions are

not planned, for whatever reasons, AE staff who paLtici-.

pated in,the Cultural Awareness Workshops will use

their training experience, resource. materials, training

-5f-
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liandbook, and newsletter to influence positive attitudes

in their prOgram staff toward cultural, awareness as a

motivating force in adult edtication.

The major recommendations to the Office of Educe-

tion is.that support for staff, development in the area
.4r

of cultural awareness should be continued if and when

funds become available that may be used'for this,Pur-

pose). The .BLit training experienct has cl4arly indicated

that a serious gap exists in this area for adult educa-

tion personnel. Although the Cultural Awareness Work-
.

shops represent a beginning effort to close the gap,

much more needs to be done in relation to follow-up

/activities. Follow-up activities and ongoing program-

,

ming in the area of cultural awareness are particularly

0 important for adult education staff because of the fact

that a majority of personnel are employed on a part-

.-

time basis and they also, represent a high turnover

group.

Inrview of the fact that the literature and the

training experience support a very 'strong link between

cross-cultural seattivity and program effectiveness,

it is further recommended:
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that the states be encouraged to support follow-
up training in the area of cultural awareness
for adult education personnel;

that significant cultural awareness content be
incl4ded as a basic part of the orientation
for all new adult education personnel;

that resources be provided to assist the states
to prOvide individual consultation to adult
education programs re: specific ethnic groups,
utilization of community resources, and identi-
fication of appropriate instructional materials;

that state offices establish a system for
evaluating and monitoring the cross-cultural
element in individual adult education programs.

O
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